ABOUT CULTURE OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN

Introduction of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan

Pakistan Located in South Asia, Border with Iran, Afghanistan, China & India. It is the sixth-most populous country with a population exceeding 197 million people. In terms of area, it is the 33rd-largest country in the world. Pakistan Motto: "Faith, Unity, Discipline". Pakistan is unique among Muslim countries in that it is the only country to have been created in the name of Islam. Pakistan was created in 1947 as an independent homeland. Pakistan adopted a constitution in 1956, becoming an Islamic republic. A One civil war in 1971 resulted in the secession of East Pakistan as the new country of Bangladesh. So Bangladesh is the East Pakistan before 1971. So Now I want to tell you about Pakistan Power. Pakistan has the sixth-largest standing armed forces in the world and is also a nuclear power as well as Pakistan declared nuclear-weapons state. The Pakistani economy is the 24th-largest in the world in terms of purchasing power and the 41st-largest in terms of nominal GDP (World Bank).

But Pakistan continues to face challenging problems such as illiteracy, healthcare, and corruption, but has substantially reduced poverty and terrorism.

Introduction of Education System

Education in Pakistan is divided into six main levels: nursery (preparatory classes); primary (grades one through five); middle (grades six through eight); matriculation (grades nine and ten, leading to the secondary certificate); intermediate (grades eleven and twelve, leading to a higher secondary certificate); and university programmes leading to graduate and postgraduate degrees. That constitutes a parallel secondary education system based on a curriculum set and administered by the Cambridge International Examinations of the United Kingdom. the English medium education has been made compulsory in all schools across the country. The literacy rate of the population is ~58 %. Pakistan is currently spending 2.2 percent of its GDP on education; which is one of the lowest in South Asia.

Facts about Education System in Islamic Republic of Pakistan
1. So Now I turn to facts, the fact number 1: by UNICEF, the rate of youth literacy in Pakistan is a little over 60 percent. Meanwhile, the adult literacy rate is closer to 50 percent within the country.

2. The number of terrorist attacks on educational institutions within Pakistan

3. In Pakistan, over half of the adolescents not enrolled in school are female. Young girls face many barriers to education within Pakistan, Terrorist against the girl’s education.

4. Pakistan’s constitution ensures the right to education for children between the age of five and sixteen. But how government educate our child with 2 % GDP.

5. 145 Universities for the 6th Largest Nation, these are not enough to graduate our students.

**Misunderstanding between Ukrainian Institutions and Pakistani Students**

As a Middle man between Ukrainian Universities and Pakistani Students, I face lot of problems. One of the Problem is Mostly Ukrainian Universities don’t want Pakistani Students, so now from this channel I want to ask WHY? Second Problem what I face as a Middle Man is when we talk about Study in Ukraine, the Pakistani student think is Russian state, not as a Independent European Country.

**Pakistan is the Biggest Market for Introduce the Ukrainian Education**

As I inform before in Pakistan Literacy rate not more than 60% and in Ukraine 99.4 % and Ukrainian are in number 4th as Literate Nation. So if Ukrainian can do for self why they can’t do for the other nations, Pakistan is the Biggest Market for introduce your knowledge, education, promote you Universities and increase your students strength. Every Year thousands Pakistani students go to UK, Canada, Australis, but in these countries education costly and everyone can not afford so it’s the biggest chance to handle this market though Ukrainian Education.

**Facilitates the International Pakistani Students**

Like other developed countries, Ukraine must facilitate the International students, for Example Universities arrange seminars for Students Part Time job.
Universities arrange some extra work shop for students extra skills. Universities arrange Proper Language Classes for Foreigners, not only one class in one week.